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A REPORT OE THE ALTERNATING CURRENT, SINGLE PRASE, INTERURBAN
RAILWAY LINE BETWEEN BLOOMINGTON AND PEORIA.
INTRODUCTION.
The Peoria Bloomington and Champaign Traction Company
is one of the properties embraced within the Illinois Traction
System. It is incorporated under the laws of the State of Illi-
nois and is one of the lines eventually acquired after the
original purchase of the Urhana and Champaign Railway, Gas and
Electric Company. The interests which controlled the Urhana
and Champaign Railway, Gas and Electric Company purchased the
Danville City Lines and in 1902 acquired and completed the
interurhan line south from Danville to Westville. Later that
portion of the line hetween Danville and Champaign, east of
St, .Joseph,was constructed and was followed by the completion
of the Champaign end, and the extent! on of the Westville Road
to Georgetown. These lines were built and are still operated
by the Danville Urbana and Champaign Railway Company, which was
organized under the General Railway Laws of Illinois. The
extention from Georgetown to Ridge Farm was completed in the
fall of 1905. The Illinois Central Traction Company built the
line from Springfield to ^ecatur and the St, Louis and Springfield
Railway Company built the line from Springfield to Garlinville
,
which with the extention to Staunton and the line to Killsboro
from East St, Louis, built the following year, the latter by the
St, Louis and Northeastern Railway Company, gave a complete line
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from Decatur to East St. Louis. The line from Champaign to
Decatur, which completes the lice from Danville to East St. Louis,
is mentioned later. In the two following years the Bloomington-
Decatur Division was "built by the Chicago, Bloomington and
Decatur. Railway Company and in two more years the alternating
current lines "between Peoria and Bloomington and Springfield
and Mackinaw were built, the latter by the Springfield and
Northeastern Traction Company; the link from Lincoln to Mackinaw
being completed the year later by the Peoria, Lincoln and Spring-
field Traction Company. In 1907 the line frdm Decatur to Cham-
paign was opened by the St, Louis, Decatur and Champaign Railway
Company, end in 1908 the Illinois Western Railway Company started
the construction of the link of the system between Springfield
and Jacksonville, At the present time there is under construct-
ion, by the system, a bridge over the Mississippi River that will
give them an inlet to St, Louis and several "belt lines" around
the larger cities in the central part of the state.
Each of these companies is separately incorporated and
all of them form the Illinois Traction System. In general the
stock of each company is held by the same interests and usually
the same officers, other than the individual directors, hold the
same office in all of the companies.
With the exception of the divisions between Peoria and
Bloomington and between Springfield arid Mackinaw, all of the
lines are operated on direct current and the instalation of the
alternating current on these lines was largely due to the induce-
ments and representations of the General Electric Company as to
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the performance of the equipment. They were put in largely as
an experiment and after two years of operation they have not
Ibeen considered a success and are now being changed to operate
on direct current, the reason for this change being discussed
later.
There is, however, no further doubt as to the advantages
of the alternating current for fast through passenger service,
if the alternating current motor will be developed as the direct
current motor has been. Before discussing this phase of the
subject further this paper will treat of the Peoria-Bloomington
Division, talcing this line as an example of both alternating
current installations, it having been the longer in service.
(
Figure 1
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II. THE RICtHT OF WAY.
The country through which this line operates is rather
sparsely settled and there are no large towns between the
terminals; therefore it was not a question of designing the line
for local service, hut rather for the fast through service, "both
for passenger and freight.
At the Peoria end of the line the track is in the
hottora lands for the first two miles and then there is a steady
grade of three miles, the line going onto the "bluff at this
point. Here the maximum gradient is 4^, This stretch of the
track follows a natural creek basin and therefore contains several
large curves; but at the same time eliminates as many cuts and
fills and also gives the track a rock foundation over the greater
part of this hill. At the top of this hill we come into the
prairie land and here very little grading was necessary; there
being only a few small cuts and fills for the next nine miles.
The next four miles are through the Mackinaw River bottoms and
thus through a hilly section. From here to the Bloomington end
of the line the country is fairly level, there being only a few
small hills at the entrance to Bloomington. The total length
of the line is 37.7 miles and of this 34.5 miles are operated
on alternating current, the remainder operating on direct current
city lines.
At Peoria it was necessary to build a bridge over the
Illinois River. At the time the Traction System was first con-
sidering this bridge, the city of Peoria was ready to build a
highway bridge at the same place. The Traction System made the

offer to "build in connection with the city; hut as the city-
was slow and at the same time did not wish to build as high a
bridge as the Traction System, the latter built its own bridge
at a cost of $150,000.
This bridge is of the type known as a "high bridge",
making it necessary to have long approaches. The channel span
is of the "Jack Knife" type, electrically operated from a
watchman's tower on the center pier. The structure is built
entirely of steel and rests on concrete piers. Figure two shows
a view of the draw span of this bridge.
The only other steel bridge is the one over the Mackinaw
River. It is of one span, built on concrete end piers.
The right of way is 82-l/2 feet in width at all points
except where the line operates under franchise in city streets.
The maximum curvature is two degrees and the maximum gradient
is 4
III.- TRACK CONSTRUCTION.
The track is composed of 70# rail, 3o* in length,
joined together with continuous rail joints and laid on stand-
ard railroad ties, two foot centers. The bonding is of 10"
Figure 8, 7/8 terminal lug bond, compress d into the web of
the rail with compressor. The line is ballasted with gravel
from six to ten inches under the tie. On the hill coming out
of the Illinois River bottoms the south rail is insulated with
Webber Rail Joints, in order that the rail may be used with the
block signals which are described later.
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At the various steam road crossings there are hand
de-rails which must he held closed while the cars are passing.
IV. LINE CONSTRUCTION.
The catenary type of construction is \ised, which con-
sists of a 7/l6 w galvanized iron strand messenger wire, and a
000 grooved trolley wire. The trolley wire is suspended from
the messenger by three suspension hangers, two of which are
18" long, and one called the center point hanger, which fastens
the trolley to the messenger about l-l/2" apart.
The mast arms are of the tube type, made of 2-l/2 w
steel tubes, and it is from these that the above construction
is suspended, insulated with Thomas 3,300 volt insulators.
Where the line passes through a town the nine point
suspension is used, that is, there are nine hangers instead of
three. This is to prevent the line coming to the ground in case
of a break. There is a guy or anchor placed every one half
mile and at the entrance and leaving of all curves, in order
that a break in the line will not go beyond this guy, which
permanantly fastens the line at this point. Steady braces,
as they are called, are also used on this line. They consist
of a 2" x 6*^ wood pole with a goose neck and ear on one end,
fastened to the trolley and a casting which fastens the same
to the pole on the other end. These are used on all curves to
hold the trolley over the proper position and also every quarter
mile over the line to steady the trolley. No feeders are used
on this system as the trolley is of sufficient capacity, working
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•Figure 3
Standard Fole Construction
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as it does, at a voltage of 3,300 volts.
The poles are placed 140 feet apart on the tangent
track and 100 feet apart on all curves. These are 40 feet in
length and have a 7 inch top and are set 7 feet in the ground,
in concrete. The concrete serves to give the poles a neat
and true allignment and it also preserves the "butt. The
center of the pole is set 8 feet from the center of the track.
The dimensions of the poles are shown in Figure 3.
The trolley is fed from the two substations only, a
description of which will he given later. The sections of the
trolley operating on the different currents are separated by
dead sections in the trolley which consists of a section of
the regular 000 wire placed between two section unsulators
mounted on adjacent poles, which gives a dead section of 140
feet. The type of section insulator is illustrated in Pig. 4.
Only the terminals operate on the direct current and the points
of change from the alternating to the direct current are at
the connection of the Peoria and Pekin Union tracks, in East
Peoria, about one half mile from the river, at the west end;
and the other just west of the under crossing of the Lake
Erie and Western at Bloomington; that is, about one mile from
tVie terminal.
The high tension line is carried on the same poles
and consists of three #2 hard drawn copper wires which carry
voltage of 33,000 volts. Ho, 312 Locke insulators are used,
cemented to truss pins and fastened to a cross arm 5-3/4" x
3-3/4" x 10», which is fastened to the pole with 3/4" x 13"



Figure 5
Telephone Booth
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inachine "bolts. Angle iron cross arm braces are used to keep the
arm in line. As the high tension line extends over the entire
Illinois Traction System, power may he carried from any of the
power houses to any of the sub-stations at which it may he needed.
The Peoria Power House normally supplies the power for the Peoria -
Bloomingtoiij Bloomington-Decatur and Mackinaw-Lincoln Divisions
and the Peoria City lines, a total of 110 miles of track,
exclusive of the city tracks.
This pole line carries the company's telephone wires,
which also extend over the whole system and may he used for com-
mercial purposes in connection with their business, hut it is
intended primarily for the transmission of train orders. The
line consists of a pair of #10 hard drawn copper wires mounted
-To
on No. 4 5 Locke insulator, of the same make f ^ avoid the induct
-
ance effects j The cross arm is placed two feet below the mast
arm and is 3-l/4" x 4-l/4 w x 5».
There is a No. 6 iron wire along the tops of the poles,
and grounded at every sixth pole for lighting protection. General
Electric Company's 3,000 lightning arrestees are also fastened
to the poles and connected to the trolley every one quarter mile.
The sub-stations are equipped with the necessary lightning pro-
tection.
V.- THE BLOCK SIGNAL SYSTEM.
On the hill coming out of the Illinois River Bottoms
is a system of block signals which governs the movement of the

trains over this section of the track. The McClintock System is
installed; there are three "blocks covered by six semaphores. For
convenience these are numbered from the Peoria end, the odd
numbers being on the south side of the track and the even numbers
on the north, No.l is just west of the Peoria and Pekin Union
crossing, No. 2, 3, 4, and 5 are at the Kerfoot Station and No.
6
is at the Caldwell Switch, at the top of the hill. The length
of the blocks are shown on Fig. 7 and it will be noticed that the
block at Kerfoot is very short. This was made short because
of the Lake Erie and Western crossing just below this block. The
semaphore No. 2 is adjusted so that it is very slow acting, requir-
ing the trains to run very slowly through the block in order
that it will have time to clear.
In this installation the odd numbered boards, governing
the traffic up the hill, normally stand at the safety position
while the even numbered ones stand at the danger. The reason
for the latter is to prevent a down g^ade car entering an occupied
block in case the semiphore fails to act.
The operation of the odd numbered boards needs no expla-
nation; they come to the danger position when there is a car
moving in either direction within the block. The odd numbered
boards, being normally at the danger position, must "clear" before
a car$ may enter the block. This is accomplished by having an
insulated section of the track 1,400 feet in front of the board,
arranged so that the wheels of a car within this 1,400 feet will
shut the mechanism and cause the board to "clear", if the block
is not occupied. Before the board at the east end of any block

Figure 6
LSlock Signal Semaphore
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may clear, however, the "board at the west end of the "block must
come to the danger position. This opens a circuit that allows
the east board to act. The "board at the east remains at the
"clear" only while the car is in the insulated section. The
west "board remains at the danger as long as the block is occupied
and an east board cannot clear while there is a train in the
block.
This system is operated by a system of gravity batteries
and relays along the hill. As the train passes over a section,
the wheels complete a circuit which trips the relay in that
section. This closes the main circuit that holds the board in
the proper position. One rail is necessarily insulated from the
trolley return and the other is sued as a common rail, i.e.-
it is the return for the trolley current and at the same time
serves as a signal conductor,
VI.- THE PEORIA POWER HOUSE.
1 . -Building.
As noted above, this power house was designed to supply
the power for the Peoria City Lines and also for the McKinley
Interurban Lines throughout the central part of the state.
The station is located a few hundred feet from the Illinois'
River, near the Peoria and Pekin Union tracks. It does not,
however, depend upon the river for it's water supply. The method
of obtaining the water from wells, the use of vertical machinery
in the turbine room, and the method of handling the coal and ashes
are the distinctive features of this plant.
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The main portion of the building is rectangular and is
divided into three rooms, there being only one small door between
the rooms. On the west is the boiler room, in the center the
generating and operating room, and on the east a three story-
compartment for the high tension apparatus. A bay on the north
contains the coal aid ash pits, and the extension of the crane
runway that is used to handle the coal. Both the main track of
the Peoria-Bloomington line and a spur switch pass through this
part of the building, the latter on a bascule bridge, so that the
track may be removed to allow the coal to be lowered into the
pit below. These tracks are elevated as they form part of the
approach to the Illinois River Bridge.
The building is of brick, steel and concrete construction.
With the exception of a temporary south wall, which is of ordinary
building brick, all of the walls are of paving brick laid in red
cement mortor. The floods are of steel concrete construction
and the roofs are of cinder concrete covered with tar paper and
gravel. Glazed monitors over the turbine and boiler rooms provide
both ventilation and light.
At the present there are two 2,000 kw turbo-generators
installed} but provision has been made for extending the building
on the south, thus doubling the capacity should it be needed,
2 . - The Boiler Room.
The boiler room is equipped with eight 400 H.P, Sterling
boilers, four of which are equipped with Foster Superheaters,
The boilers are arranged in two rows along a central firing aisle,
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which i s parallel to the wall "between the "boiler room and the
turbine room. A transverse passage-way divides the boilers into
two sets of four each and the piping is so placed that these sets
form units. From this the unit system of piping is carried out.
A header extends across the boiler room for each set and then
t hese headers are connected by a transfer header. This makes
it possible to work all of the boilers at the same time and
furnish steam to both of the turbines or to only one, or to
work any combination of the boilers on one or both of the turbines.
All of the main headers are 8 inch pipe and are carried at an
equal distance above the floor. This avoids many bends. The
headers pass straight through the wall into the turbine room
where one right angle bend connects them with the vertical pipes
leading to the turbines. This system avoids all pockets and thus
all drip mains except at the turbine connections.
The flues consist of straight pipes, the uptakes being
three feet long and extending into the bottoms of the breechings.
These are rectangular and are placed over the rear of each row
of boilers. They pass out through the north wall to two re-inforcd.
concrete stacks, 11 feet in diameter and 200 feet high. The
breechings and stacks are large enough for the contemplated ex-
tension of the boiler room. The breechings measure 14'-6" x 9'
where they pass through the wall.
The boilers are equipped with Green chain grate stokers
and are supplied with coal from the overhead bunkers. The stokers
are driven by two direct current motors, located in the transverse
passage way, either of which is of sufficient capacity to carry
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the load should one "be out of order. Under each boiler is a fine
ocoal hopper, at the front, and an ash hopper at the rear. In the
"basement is a track that passes under these hoppers and over
the ash and coal pits so that a small motor operated hopper car
can carry the contents of them to their respective pits. The
track is laid to a 2 , -6-3/4" gage and is of 6© pound rails. The
car is of steel with a hopper bottom and is operated by a 125-5 H.B
motor.
3 . - The Coal Handling Apparatus.
All of the coal for this plant is hauled over the lines
of the company and is placed on the siding at the north of the
building. The overhead crane is provided with a "clam shell"
bucket which can be used to place the coal directly in the bunkers
over the boilers, or the cars may be dumped to the pit below and
placed in the bunkers as needed. This crane and bucket are also
used to remove the ashes from the ash pit to the cars.
4 . - Boiler Auxilaries.
The feed water pumps are of the Dean vertical type with
10" & 10" x 24" cylinders. These pump to a Cochrane feedwater
heater, located on the turbine room floor near the center of the
boiler room wall and midway between the turbines. The heater
has a capacity of 4,000 H.P. A line is also carried from the
house pumps directly to two vertical Dean boiler feed pumps with
cylinders 10" & 14" x 24". All the piping is cross connected so
that either or both nay be used to supply any of the boilers.
Prom the feed pumps two independent lines are carried
to the boilers. One is regularly used to sppply water to the
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boilers, while the other serves "both as an auxiliary and as a
boiler wash line. The two sets of feed lines run independently
to the sides of the boilers, where they are brought together by
valve connections and from here a single line enters the boiler.
There are two 2,000 K.W, three phase, 25 cycle Curtis
Steam Turbines located at such a distance a part that the auxil-
iary apparatus is placed between them. The turbines are placed
on brick foundations built up from the basement floor to such
a height that the exhaust openings are just below the turbine
room floor. Each turbine is provided with independent auxiliaries
with the exception of the accumulator for the oil step bearing
and the oil operated governors. Wheeler condensers are installed
in the basement near the bases of the turbines. These have a
total cooling surface of 16,000 square feet. The circulating
water is obtained from thirteen eight inch tubular wells, 35 feet
deep, located under the south end of the turbine room. These
wells have a continuous capacity of about 650,000 gallons per
hour. All of the wells are fed into one 20 inch header, installed
in a concrete pit about nine feet below the basement floor, which
extends across the building parallel to the line of the wells to
the water cylinder of a Dean vertical, direct acting steam pump
4,300 gallons capacity per minute. While the water cylinder of
this pump is on the same level as the header the steam cjrlinder
is above the operating room floor, A 30 inch discbarge pipe,
parallel to and above the supply pipe, empties into a city sewer.
These pipes are connected to the condensers by short lateral pipes
of the same size as the main pipes.
9f!
(
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The dry-vacuum pumps are of the horizontal type and are
located on the operating floor immediately above the condensers.
The hot-well pumps are motor driven centrifugal pumps located
in the "basement. The motors are of the vertical type and are
located on the operating floor,
5 •
-
The Exci ters,
Both a steam driven exciter and a motor driven exciter
are installed. The steam driven set is located near the house
pumps and consist of a horizontal Curtis steam turbine with a
speed of 2,400 R.P.M. and a General Electric 125 volt, 75-K.W.
generator. The motor driven set consists of a similar generator
driven "by a three phase, 2080 volt induction motor,
6 . - The Switch Board ,
The switch "board, which is made up of twenty-four narrow
panels, characteristic of railway practice, is located at the
south end of the east wall so that should the "building he extedded
the board will he in the center of the wall and in plain view
of all the machines, Fourteen of the panels are used for the
city lines, two for the exciters, and the other eight for the
high tension distribution and the generators. All of the high
tension apparatus is located in the three story portion of the
building to the east and is connected to the operating room by
one small door only. The generator leads are carried directly
to the two banks of 750 K.W. oil-insulated and water cooled trans-
formers which are on the first floor of the high tension struct-
ure. The leads are 700,000 circular mill paper insulated lead
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covered cables. The transformers are of the single phase type
and are connected in delta to raise the voltage from 2,300 volts
to 33m000 volts. The high tension leads, which are #4 hare
copper wire, are carried up through concrete shutes to the motor
operated oil switches on the top floor. The high tension buses
are on the second floor; they are carried in a "brick "bus structure
and separated by concrete barriers. Two 33,000 volt transmission
lines are taken from this station, #4 bare copper wire being used.
The lightning arresters are of the air gap type and are placed on
the third floor. Current for each of the two six phase, 750-K.W,
rotaries is supplied from the high tension bus bars through motor
operated switches and through three 250-K.W,, 33,000 to 400 volt,
single phase transformers located on the lower floor of the high
tension structure. These transformers have taps for starting the
rotaries, A single 75-K.W.
,
33,000 to 2080 volt transformer
connected to the high tension buses through an oil switch furnish-
es current for the motor driven exciter set.
The turbine room crane motor, stoker motors, wet vacuum
pump motor, ash car motor and station lights are supplied with
direct current at 125 volts from the exciter buses. The coal
crane is supplied with 325 volts direct current from a set of
balancing coils in connection with the convertors. Direct current
from the railway buses was objectionable because of the variations
in the voltage,
7 , - Cranes,
Over the operating room there is a 25 ton crane, only the
hoist of this crane is motor operated, the remainder being operated
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"by hand. The station was designed and "built by John A. Radford,
engineer, Chicago, Illinois.
VII.- THE SUB-STATIONS.
There are on^y two sub-stations on this division, one
at Morton and the other at Danvers, nine and twenty-six miles
from the power houses respectively. The buildings and the appar-
atus as installed were identical, but the capacity of the Morton
station has since been increased by 200 K.W, The external view
of the Morton station, Pig. 11, will show the general design of
the buildings. The waiting room, ticket office, sub station and
freight house are combined in the same building. This is now
the practice of the Illinois Traction System as it avoids the
necessity of two men to a station. Neither the work of the sub-
station, nor the passenger station, at these stations, is such
as to require the entire services of an attendant and by placing
both in the one building one man can attend to both.
The buildings are constructed of red brick with concrete
floors and reinforced concrete ceilings. They are seventy feet
deep by twenty feet wide and are set back from the tracks across
the sidewalk line. The dimensions of the sub-stations proper
are; length 30 feet, breadth 20 feet and heighth 21.5 feet.
As stated above the stations, as installed, were identi-
cal as regards the electrical apparatus. Each had a capacity of
400 K.W., there being two 260 K.W. , 25 cycle, General Electric
transformers installed. These are wound and connected to st«P
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down the 33,000 volts of the high tension line to the trolley
voltage of 3,300 and are controlled on the high tension side by-
two K-6 oil switches, interlocked so as to form a double pole n
unit. The low tension side is controlled by a single pole form
K-2 oil switch, which is mounted on the back of the low tension
panel. Three K-6 oil switches are interlocked so as to form a
three pole switch that is used to sectionalize the XX high tension
transmission line. Air gap switches are placed a head of the
oil switches on the high tension side of the transformers so
that they may be fed from either end of the transmission line,
011 switches on either side of the transformers make it possible
to disconnect either of them without disturbing the other. Figures
12 and 13 show the interior arrangement of these stations and
Figure 14 shows the wiring. The apparatus is located as shown
in Figure 15.
There are four switch panels in each of these stations;
(1) A line section panel on which is mounted the
operating mechanism for the line sectionalizing switches.
(2) A high tension transformer panel which controlles
either or both of the transformers, according to how many of the
disconnecting switches are in circuit; on this panel are mounted
an ammeter, the operating mechanism for the double pole, high
tension transformer oil switch and a differential relay.
(3) A low tension transformer panel provided with
an ammeter, the operating mechanism of the low tension oil switch
and an inverse time limit overload relay of bhe bellows type.
(4) A double pole feeder panel equipped with two
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ILLINOIS TRACTION SYSTEM.
Figure 14
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Figure 16
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ammeters, two oil switch operating mechanism and two inverse
time limit overload relays of the bellows type.
The relays are all of the "time limit" type to avoid their
"being tripped by accelerating cars, the time being set at five
seconds.
As both of these stations are at some distance from the
high tension transmission line the wires are brought into the
front of the building instead of at the sides as is the usual
practice
.
VIII.- THE ROLLING STOCK.
As these cars are to operate on both the private line of
the Illinois Traction System, this division of which is operated
as an alternating current, line, and the city lines at the two
terminals of the division, it was necessary to equip them for
both alternating and direct current. The alternating current
portion of the line operated at 3,300 volts and the direct current
portion at 650 volts. This system requires some kind of series
motor and a separate control system for each current, and the
mechanism for changing the control from one to the other. The
equipment used on this line is built by the General Electric
Company and will be described later.
The cars were built by the American Car and Foundry
Company and are of a very heavy construction; with the equipment
as installed they make the total weight about fifty tons. In
general the design of these cars is the same as the others of
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the same type in use by the Illinois Traction System. The inter-
ior is finished in mahogany with green plush furnishings, and the
ceilings are of the semi -empire type with square decks. The
car is divided into two compartments, one for the main passenger
compartment and the other for smoking and "baggage. The main
compartment has two stationary and sixteen reversable seats, while
the other has six reversable seats and also two benches that may
be folded against the wall. These will accommodate ten passengers •
Each car also carries a number of folding stools that may be
used in the smoking compartment.
These cars are controlled from the one end only and the
master controller and brake valve are located in a motorman's cab
at the left hand corner of the front of the car.
The vestibule at the rear is on the same level as the
main compartment. There are folding doors at each side and a
swing door at the rear. The steps are covered with a trap door
that is equipped with an automatic foot release.
The general dimensions of the cars are:-
Length over the buffer face plates- --52 1 6"
Length over vestibule —49* 10 M
Extreme width over the eaves--- 9 ' 0-7/8"
Width over the side dills--— - --- 8 • 10"
Height of the car from the bottom of the
sills to the top of the roof board- 9* 0-ls/l6'
Truck centers-- 39* 0"
Prom top of rail to bottom of the sills 0' 41 M
«'
[
I
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The other equipment of the division consists of two
standard express cars equipped for the A. C. & D. C, operation,
seventy-five second hand gondola coal cars, six flat cars and two
steam locomotives, used in the construction of the line, and
one electric locomotive. The latter, however, has been used but
little.
IX.- THE MOTORS
•
The motors are of the compensated series type and are
known as the G.E.A.-605 motor, "built by the General Electric
Company
•
The magnet field consists of a cylindrical iron ring,
built up of thin annular iron laninations, insulated from one
another by japan, and securely bolted together. The interior
portions of the punchings are so shaped that they form four poles,
which are slotted for the reception of the compensating field
windings. The exciting windings are distributed over the whole
surface of the field. The field laminations are held in an outer
steel frame which forms the frame and casing of the motor.
The armature bearings are carried in the frame heads, made
of one piece of malleable iron. The linings are made of unsplit
bronze sieves, finished all over with a thin layer of babbitt
metal soldered to the interior. The babbitt is of such a thick-
ness that it does not allow the armature to rub on the poles
should it melt out by heating.
The construction of the armature and the commutator
allow the bearings to extend into them and thus increase their
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Figure 18
Diagram Motor Connections
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"bearing surface.
As stated above the field windings are in two sections,
She "Compensating Winding" and the "Exciting Winding". The
function of the latter is to excite the field, and that of the
former to counteract the armature inductance, and thus provide
a relative high power factor throughout the range of alternating
current operation. Further, it improves the commutation on "both
alternating current and direct current operation by compensating
the armature reaction, and thereby reduces the field distortion.
These windings are separate from one another, the com-
pensating windings being in slots below the field coils. The
field coils are of copper strips and are held in place by T bars
extending across the field. These coils are connected in such
a manner as to reduce the self inductance at high currents; and
to permit the motors to be run two in series on the standard
600 volt direct current terminals.
The compensating windings are connected in series with
the field and armature.
The armature core is of the "iron clad" type, made oi
sort iron laminations, which are insulated from each other by a
coating of japan. The slots are accurately punched for the
reception of the conductors.
The armature has a series drum winding with three coils
per slot, and is similar to the direct current winding of their
motors. The windings are protected from dust and oil by a canvas
dressing that covers the whole armature. The armature may be
removed by removing one of the frame heads.

The motor is adapted for mounting on trucks with fifty-
inches between the wheel hubs. The clearance, with 33 inch wheels,
is 33.375 inches.
The general dimenticns of the motor are shown in Figure
17, and the characteristics of the motor on the two currents are
shown in Figures 19 and 20, the curves being taken at a voltage
of 250 volts per motor, diameter of wheels 33", pinion 17 teeth,
and gear 73 teeth, or a ratio of 4L3. On the alternating current
the fields were in multiple and on the direct in series.
The following table gives some of the more important
features of the motor:
Net efficiency when operating alternating current, 80 per cent,
"
" " " " " direct " " 83.5 per cen^
Clearance with 36 inch wheels, 4.875 inches
" " " 33 " " " - - - 3.3770 "
Maximum diameter of the axle, 5,5 "
It is to be noticed that the efficiency on the direct
current is about 85/£, while on the alternating it is only 80^,
also that the tractive effort is much greater on the direct than
on the alternating current.
The motor is rated at 75 H.P. and there are four motors
per car. They are mounted on the Illinois Traction Systems Stand-
ard Truck, built by the American Car and Foundry Company. These
trucks are of the Traction System's own design and are machine
fitted throughout. The motors are inside hung.
The motors of the locomotive are of the same design but
of a larger size and are known as the G.E.A. 609-A, It may be
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stated here that the motor has "been one of the greatest sources
of trouble with this equipment, and the locomotive has "been al-
most a complete failure,
X,- THE CONTROL
.
The control used is Sprague -General Electric Multiple
Unit Control for alternating and direct current operation. This
control is similar to the type M control for direct current oper-
ation, the essential difference "being the addition of the A.C.
contractors and connections and the necessary appliances for
changing from the one current to the other without interfering
with the motion of the car. There is the usual master controller
the train line, the direct current resistance grids and the con-
tractors. The master controller used is of the same shape and
appearance as the ordinarjr city car controller j hut it is smaller
and is provided with a "dead man" release. While this controller
takes its current from the trolley it is so "built that no heavy
currents are allowed to pass it and it is protected by fuses* The
contractors are placed under the floor of the car, as shown in
Figure 23, and are mounted on heavy steel frames and enclosed "by
sheet steel "boxes. The contractors, as in the type M control,
are of the magnetic type, the fingers "being "brought into contact
"by exciting the coils at the rear of the contractor "by the position
of thas master controller.
When operating on the direct current, the car operates
the same as the ordinary direct current car, the current heing
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limited by means of the ordinary grid resistances. On the
alternating current the "Potential Control" system is used,
that is, acceleration is obtained by increasing the potential
at the motor terminals by connecting the leads to compensator
taps of successively increasing voltages.
In this equipment there are two main switches, one an oil
switch for the alternating current and the other a large ccn-
t: actor for the direct current. These are operated by magnet
ceils which are controlled by two knife switches in the motcrman's
cab and they are so. arranged that neither will remain closed
when the car passes to the other current and as they depend
upon the trolley current to excite the magnets the one that
is in when the car passes into a dead section of the trolley
will release and the other will i|ot come in until the motorman
closes the proper switch.
The compensator i s an ordinary oil cooled au to trans-
former with the various taps brought out to give the proper
sequence of voltages. It is built of corrugated iron slides
and cast iron endsj the end castings being provided with stuffing
boxes which prevent the leakage of the oil arotmd the taps* As
these taps are separate leads from this compprsator, there is
a break in the current at the time of changing from one tap
to the next, and to avoid this a resistance is inserted between
the various taps at the time of change over. This permits of an
uninterrupted current suppl;/" to the motors and without short
cutting the various sections of the compensator. There are five
steps on the master controller for the alternating current opera-
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tion and seven for the direct. With the exception of the first
point, all of they, on the alternating current operation may "be
used as running points. The first, however, in this particular
installation has "been changed to a resistance step which tends
to prevent the excessive jerk at starting, on the direct
current the control is the same as for the General Electric
type M.
The change from the one current to the other is accom-
plished at the dead sections of the trolley, described before.
As a car enters one of these sections the coil that energizes
the main switch, which has "been closed, loses its power and
allows the switch to open and as t>iere is a knife switch in each
of the exciting circuits
,
that is open while the car is oper-
ating on the opposite current, the car will remain dead until
the motorman closes the proper switch, These coils are so
built that only the current for which the coil was designed
will excite it; and for this reason the car may enter the direct
current district with the alternating man switch closed and
still remain unenergized, or in a similar manner it may enter
the alternating section and become dead. The current for the
alternating switch is taken from the secondary of a small trans-
former and is therefore not affected by the direct current.
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XI.- ADMINISTRATION.
The affairs of the Peoria, Bloomington and Champaign
Traction Company are handled by the Board of Directors, to whorai
the President of the Company makes his recommendations. The
operation is in the hands of a General Manager, who reports to
the President. The movement of the trains is in the hands of
a Division Superintendant and he reports to the General Super-
intendent of the Illinois fraction System. The offices of the
Dispatcher, who is directly under the Division Superintendent,
is located at Mackinaw Junction, seventeen miles from Peoria.
The same Bispatcher has charge of the Lincoln Division. The
management of the entire system is divided into departments; the
Electrical and Mechanical Department , the Overhead Department,
the Transportation Depart rent, the Motive power and Equipment
Department, and the Bridges and Building Department. There is
a general head to each of these departments and each division
has its head officer and the necessary employees. The station
agents, for example, are, with the exception of the two at
Morton and Danvers, directly under the Transportation Department.
These two men are also under the Electrical Department as they
also have charge of the sub-stations.
The main offices of the Illinois Traction System are
at the present time located in the various larger cities on the
system. This is largely due to the fact that the growth of
the system has been very rapid and as yet it has not been advisable
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to locate the offices at any definite place, they being situated
at the place where they were most needed at the time the office
w^s created,
XII.- FIRST COSTS,
EARNINGS AND OPERATING EXPENSES.
In the table of first costs, given on Pages 31, 32,
and 33, exception has "been made to some of the costs that would
he included in the first costs of the Springfield and Northeastern
Traction Company and to some of the improvement s to the city
terminals which would have been necessary had this line not been
built. With the addition of these costs and the cost of small
machinery, used for construe tion; but not listed, the total first
cost of the line is estimated at $2,000,000 and is capitalized
for this amount.
The earnings and operating expenses, which follow, are
based upon the operation for one month of the year 1908, this
month being assumed as an average monthj the per cent operation
being 51.1. The comparative data for the table on page is
taken from the annual report of the Illinois Traction System and
from the Illinois Railway and Warehouse Commission Report of
1908.
The table will show that while the total gross earnings
of the Peoria-Bloomington line are greater,per mile of track,
thai the same figures for the whole system, the operation is under
more favorable conditions and while the figures favor the oper-
ation of the Peoria-Bloomington division, still the operating s.
< (
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expenses per mile are greater than for the whole system.
It is to be noted that the car expenses, maintenance
of equipment and general expenses are decidedly greater for
the Peoria-Bloomington line, and that the maintenance of way
and structures, maintenance of overhead and cost of power are
less. The maintenance of way and structures and maintenance of
the overhead are probably less for this line, a fact which is
probably due to the newness of the line. The lesser cost of
power is due to the fact that the cost of prodiiction is divided
among the various lines useing power from this plant, giving
the advantage of the economy of a large station and useing
only a relatively small portion of the output.
In the following tables, interest, depreciation and
taxes have not been considered, neither of them being determined
by the kind of installation, and all depending on the same gener-
al conditions. The alternating current rolling stock and motor
equipment seem to show a greater depreciation than the direct
current, but this has been considered in the items of maintenance
and will be further discussed later.
The following are the rates of interest and depreciation
as considered by the Illinois Traction System:
Interest on the bonds Q% per year,
Cars and Equipment Depreciate, -8^ " "
Power House and Sub-stations Depreciate-5^
Copper Wire Depreciates, 2 or 5% " 11
Iron Wire Depreciates, = - >~--6 or Ifo M "
Rail3 and Ties, Be-preciate , 4^ " "
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PIRST COSTS OE THE PEORIA, BLOOMINGTON AND CHAMPAIGN
TRACTION COMPANY.
THE PEORIA POWER HOUSE.
Deed for the land, # 90,000.
Building— including the stacks,
breaching, coal hunkers,
plumbing, wireing, cranes,
machine foundations and the
high tension protection. 151
f
590.
TOTAL — $221,390.
8 Boilers, 60,000.
Setting of the Boilers, 2,630.
8 Green Chain Grate Stokers, 16,000,
2 CondeBsers, 20,500.
Total Pumps, 6,000.
Super Heater, Ash Handling apparatus . etc« 8.000.
TOTAL STEAM PLANT #113,130.
2 Curtis Turbo-Generators, 120,000.
2 Exciter Sets, 1 electric, 1 steam, 20,000.
2 Rotary Converto»*s, 21,000.
2 Banks Transformers-step up- 28,000.
2 " " " - " down- 10,000.
1 Balancing coil crane circuit- 1,200,
Setting Transformers, 2,000.
Switch Board, 1.^,000,
Oil Switches, 3,000.
Misc. Machinery and Equipment, 2.600.
TOTAL ELECTRIC PLANT j • -$219,800.
TOTAL FIRST COST POWER PLANT, $554,320,
SUB-STATIONS,
Buildings, $ 6,000.
Transformers 9,000.
Other Equipment, 5,000.
TOTAL FIRST COST SUB-STATIONS, $ 20,000.
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FIRST COSTS- -CONTIFJED.
THE RIGHT OF WAY.
Deeds for land, #143,280
.
Damage to crops, 1,000,
Salaries and Expenses -Right of Way men, 7,500,
Lawyer Fees and Other Expenses^ 9,700.
TOTAL RIGHT OF WAY, $161,480.
SURVEY AND LINE CONSTRUCTION.
Engineering Expenses, 17,500,
Grading, 160,000,
Peoria Bridge, 150,000.
Other Bridges and Culverts, 118,000.
Pence, 7,800.
Overhead Construction, 82,000.
Poles, 23,000.
Ballast, 38,000.
Ties, 70,000.
Rails and all other steel for Track, 223,000,
McClintock Block Signals, installed, 4. 500 .
TOTAL SURVEY OP LINE CONSTRUCTION, --- =— ----$393,800.
ROLLING STOCK.
10 Passenger Cars, $150,000.
1 Locomotive, electric, 18,000.
2 Express Cars, 24,000,
75 Gondola Coal Cars, Second hand, 30,000.
2 Locomotives, second hand, steam, 5,000,
Tools and Light Machinery, 2,700,
6 Plat Cars, second hand, for constructi on 2.400
.
TOTAL ROLLING STOCK, $232,100,
TOTAL FIRST COST OF THE LINE TO OPERATE,
——#1,361,700,
RECAPITULATION.
Total Cost Power House, $554,320.
" " Sub-stations, 20,000.
" " Right of Way, 161,480.
"
" Survey and Line Construction, 893,800.
" Rolling Stock, 252,100.
FIRST COST OF THE LINE TO OPERATE ,--"-$1,861, 700
,
c
*
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FIRST COSTS PER MILE FULLY OPERATES TRACK.
PEORIA POWER HOUSE:
Building and Ground, $5,872,
Sceam plant, 3,000,
Electric Plant, 5,830.
TOTAL POWER PLANT
, #14,702.
TOTAL SUB-STATIONS, 532,
TOTAL RIGHT OP WAY, 4,285.
TOTAL SURVEY AND LINE CONSTRUCTION, 23,708.
ROLLING STOCK- Motor Cars- 5,092.
" " " - Freight Cars- 797.
"
" " - For Construction- 265.
TOTAL FIRST COST PER MILE FULLY OPERATED TRACK-$49,382.
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EARNINGS OF THE PEORIA, BLOOMINGTON AND CHAMPAIGN
TRACTION COMPANY FOR THE YEAR 1908.
da «?Vi T?a r" *a s*
«8> 01 , oc f • yu
Affpri +0 TM f*Vp t sCHOC ^XWACOB, Til QQC COJLx£>
,
y00 • Do
Fr eight, 25,676.04
Express, 3,665.76
Adverti sing, 600.00
Property Rents, 1,848.00
Power Sold, 8,044.56
Special Cars, 225.00
Over and Shorts, 698.04
Miscellaneous, Revenue, 189.96
TOTAL GROSS EARNINGS, $206,301.84
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EXPENSES OP THE PEORIA POWER PLANT FOR THE YEAR 1908.
OPERATION:
Wages-Power £lant, #15,108,00
Sub-stations, 72.00
Coal
> 39,154.20
Lubricants and Waste, 2,357.40
Hired Power, 49,100,76
Miscellaneous Expense, I f 545.36
TOTAL OPERATION POWER PLANT, 9,136.20
MAINTENANCE:
Power Plant, $ 9,282.84
Sub-Stations, 357,48
TOTAL MAINTENANCE POWER PLANT, 9,640.32
TOTAL COST OP POWER
, $18,776.52
< <
I t
< (
(
< t
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EXPENSES OP CAR OPERATION FOR THE YEAR 1908.
Wages-Car men, $14,498.40
Lubricants and Waste, 230.40
Misc. Expense-Car Operation, 10,388.64
Express Expense, 12.686.88
TOTAL OPERATION OE CARS, #37,804.32
Wages -Barm and Repair Shop, $ 6,727.68
" Trackmen, 10,486.08
Maintenance-Buildings and Fixtures, 343.56
"
M Track and Broadway, 3,732.84
"
" Overhead Line, 2,490.96
11
" Equipment and Cars, 9,598.44
"
M Misc. Equipment, 60 .72
tetal MAINTENANCE RAILWAY EQUIPMENT, $33,440.28
Salaries, $ 4,020.00
Office Sundries, 300.72
Contingent Expenses, 3,266.56
Advertising and Attractions, 1,404.60
Legal and Damages, 5,135.52
Insurance, 1,244.60
TOTAL GENERAL EXPENSE, #15,432.00
ft
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RECAPITULATION
.
TOTAL GROSS EARNINGS FOR 1908, $206,301.84
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES FOR 1908, 105,453.12
TOTAL NET EARNINGS FOR 1908, ^100,848.72
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EARNINGS OP PEORIA, BLOOMINGTON ARE CHAMPAIGN
TRACTION COMPANY PER MILE FULLY OPERATED TRACK.
Cash Pares, $1 , Obi
.
Agents' Tickets, 3,026.
Pr ei ght
,
682.
Expre 33 97.
Advertising, 16.
Property Rents, 50.
Power Sold, 214.
Special Cars, 6.
Over and shorts, 18.
Miscellaneous Revenue, 5.
TOTAL GROSS EARNINGS
J
|5,475.
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EXPENSES OP THE PEORIA POWER PLANT PER MILE FULLY OPERATED
TRACE.
OPERATION;
Wages -Power plant, $ 400,
H Su/b-stations, 2.
Coal, 1,040.
Lubricants and Waste, 61.
Hired £ower, 1,300.
Miscellaneous Expense, 40
,
TOTAL OPERATION POWER PLANT
, $ 2,843.
MAINTENAIfCE
:
ower "lant, $ 246.
Sub -Stat ion s , 10
,
TOTAL MAINTENANCE POWER PLANT, $ 256.
TOTAL COST OP POWER
, $ 3,09$.
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EXPENSES OF CAR OPERATION PER MILE FULLY" OPERATED TRACK.
Wages-Car Men, J$ 385.
Lubricants and Waste, 6,
Misc. Expens«-Car Operation, 27 5.
Express Expense, 354 .
TOTAL OPERATION OF CARS, #1,000.
Wages-Barn and Repair Shop, $ 130,
" Trackmen, 280.
Maintenance-Buildings and Fixtures, 9.
" " »
-Track and Roadway, 100.
" " "
-Overhead Line, 65.
» -Equipment and Cars, 255,
" "
M
-Misc. Equipment, 1.
TOTAL MAINTENANCE RAILWAY EQUIPMENT, $ 890.
Salaries, $ 106,
Office Sundries, 8.
Contingent Expenses, 86,
Advertising and Attractions, 38.
Legal and Damages, 136.
Insurance, 56
.
TOTAL GENERAL EXPENSE, $ 410,
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RECAPITULATION.
TOTAL GROSS EARNINGS PER MILE FULLY OPERATED TRACK, $5,466.
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES PER MILK, 2.790.
TOTAL NET EARNINGS PER MILE FULLY OPERATED TRACK, $2,676.
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EARTHINGS OE THE PEORIA, BLOOMINGTON AND CHAMPAIGfN
TRACTION COMPANY PER CAR MILE-
-1908.
Cash Eares, .0778
Agenda 1 Tickets, .1727
Freight, .0389
Express, .0056
Advertising, .0009
Property Rents, .0028
Power Sold, .0122
Special Cars, .0003
Over and Shorts, .0011
Miscellaneous, Revenue,
.
0003
TOTAL GROSS EARNINGS, .3126
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EXPENSI OF THE PEORIA POWER PLANT PER GAR MILE.
OPERATION:
Wages-Power Plant, .0229
"
-Sub-stations, .0001
Coal, .0594
Lubricants and ^aste, .0035
Hired power, .0744
Miscellaneous Expense, .0023
TOTAL OPERATION POWER PLANT, .0138
MAINTENANCE:
Power Plant, .0141
Sub-Stations, .0005
TOTAL MAINTENANCE POWER PLANT f .0146
TOTAL COST QE POWER, ,0284
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EXPENSES OP CAR OPERATION PER GAR MILE.
Wages-Oar Men, .0220
Lubricants and Waste, .0003
Misc. Expense-Car Operation, .2il57
Express Expense, .0192
TOTAL OPERATION OP CARS, .0572
Wages-Barn and Repair Shop, .0102
"
-Trackmen, .0159
Maintenance-Buildings and Fixtures, .0005
" " " -Track and Roadway, .0052
m n ii
^Overhead Line, .0038
" " " -Equipment and Cars, .0146
*ii it h
-Misc. Equipment, .0001
TOTAL MAINTENANCE RAILWAY EQUIPMENT
PER CAR MILE, .0503
Salaries, .0061
Office Sundries, .0005
Contingent Expenses, .0049
Advertising and Attractions, .0021
Legal and Damages, .0077
Insurance, .0020
TOTAL GENERAL EXPENSE, .0233
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RECAPITULATION.
GROSS EARNINGS PER CAR MILE, .3126
GROSS OPERATING EXPENSES PER CAR MILE, .1592
KB? EARNINGS PER CAR MILE, .1534
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COMPSRATIVE STATISTICS OF THE PEORIA,
BLOOMING-TON AND CHAMPAIGN TRACTION COMPANY AND THE WHOLE
ILLINOIS TRACTION SYSTEM.
EARNINGS:
Passenger Earnings per mile
fully operated track,
Express and Freight Earnings per
Mile fully operated track.
Misc. Earnings per Mile
Fully operated track.
Total earnings per mile
fully operated track,
Number of miles fully operated track,
P.B.& C.
$4,387.
779.
95.
5,261.
37.7
I.T.S.
$3,870.
720.
130.
4,720.
386.8
EXPENSES
:
Car Expense per Car Mile, ,1454
Maintenance way and Structures
Per Car Mile, ,o216
Maintenance Overhead per car mile, ,0038
Maintenance Equipment per car mile, ,0362
General Expense per car mile, ,0233
Cost of Power per car mile, ,0284
Per Cent Operating Expense to
Gross Earnings, 51,1
.1356
.0242
.0058
.0253
.0214
.319
• «
* *
59.2
** GREATER POR TEE PEORIA ELOOMINGTON AND CHAMPAI GK TRACTION
COMPANY.
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XIII.- DISCUSSION.
As has been stated before, this line after its two years
of operation is to be changed to operate as a direct current line.
There are a great many reasons for this change and it will undoubt-
edly be much better suited to the conditions of the Illinois
Trac-icn System, as a whole, after the change. The question is
often askedj "Was this line a success as an alternating current
installation"?, antf this is almost always answered in the negative.
There are, however, so many things in connection with this quest-
ion that it seems hardly fair to accept this answer without
first more fully considering the operation of t#e line and the
cars.
The line was first operated by the General Electric
Company and for a long time one of their engineers was on each
car. During this period they also spent a great aeal of time
and money making small changes in the equipment of the care and
the motors.
For the first few months that the line was operated
entirely by the Traction Company they had but little trouble with
the equipment and most of the trouble that they did have could
now be traced to the inexperience of the car men. Possibly
this is still one of the reasons for the troubles of the line.
The distinctive feature* of this installation, as com-
pared with a direct current line, are the lack of feeders for
the trolley, the use of transformer sub-stations in place of the
rotary stations and the special equipment and motors of the cars.
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With the high voltage on the trolley there is sufficient
capacity without the aid of feeders. It is to he noted that
No. 000000 copper is now "being installed for the feeder to be
used after the line is changed to operate on direct current.
The sub-stations of the line have been described and it can be
said that the operation of them has been very successful.
The cars have offered the only serious difficulty with
the installation and the troubles may be more closely limited to
the motors, the remainder of the equipment giving but a small
part of the troubles.
With the motors the greatest trouble has been due to
the fact that the motor is constructed with a very small air
gap, and a very little wear on the motor bearings will allow the
armature to strike the fields. This of course grounds the motor
by destroying the insulation and has in many cases "burned out"
parts of the equipment as well as the main fuse.. The effect
of the armature striking the field is shown in Pig. 25 and 26.
Figure 25 shows a new armature and also one in which the bearings
become so worn that the armature struck the field. Figure 26
shows the field of this motor.
Another of the more serious troubles has been with the
excessive temperature rise of the motors. This is only partly
due to the construction of the motors and may also be laid direct-
ly to the fact that they have been heavily overloaded and over
rated, as the locomotive was never a success it was found
necessary to press passenger and express motor cars into service
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as locomotives and require them to haul heavy trains over the
road. Under the normal load for which these motors were design-
ed they have always drawn more than the rated current and with
the heavy trains it is not surprising that they should draw
still more current and thus become very hot. This excessive
current, along with the fact that there is a great deal of
flashing and sparking in this type of motor, has had the effect
of rapidly destroying the "brushes. It is a well known fact
that the brushes used on this motor must be replaced or recut
much more frequently than those used on the direct current motors.
These brushes are 1a de especially for these motors and are
very expensive and this has greatly increased the maintenance
cost of the equipment, t>ue to this excessive flow of current,
even under the normal working of the motors, it was necessary
to remove the highest voltage tap of the compensator in order
that the main fuses would stand the current that they were re-
quired to carry when climbing the grades. The cars have found
to start with a jerk was very uncomfortable to the passengers a
and to avtoid this there was a resistance inserted in the leads
from the first step. This also had the effect of preventing
the excessive "blowing" of fuses in accelerating. Since the
removal of the high voltage tap the excessive rise of temperature
is not so frequent as before, and were it not for the heavy loads
placed behind some of the cars it is thought that, there would
be but very little heating under normal operating conditions.
The contactors and reverser have the same troubles that
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are found in most equipments, that of pitting and freezing,
"but these are of minor importance.
The exciter coils of the two main switches have "been
the source of considerable trouble by frequently burning out.
This has been due partly to the use of too heavy fuses to replace
destroyed fuses. Again it has often happened that motormen and
carmen have blocked one of the main switches shut and then failed
to remove the wedge or block before the car passed to the other
current with the result that the coil has been held in circuit
under the wrong current and been destroyed, where if it has not
been held in the circuit the current would not have energized
the coil and thus the switch would have been opened and left
the coil on open circuit.
As these cars and equipments have been sub.iect to the
abuses of over loading and carelessness of the crews and repair
men it is hardly giving justice to the equipment to lay all of
the car failures to the equipment or installation and especially
since it has been known that the line is to be changed to operate
on direct current; f>cr since this has been known only the very-
necessary repairs have been made and frequently a car will come
to the shops with a large part of the equipment missing. For
t hese reasons and the partial inability of the cars to keep the
exceedingly high speed called for in the present schedule it
frequently appears
,
to one not familiar with the conditions
that the installation has been a complete failure. In fact the
Company's records for the last few months would indicate that
the line was a failure, and with the records of the first few
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mcnths, while the line was new and the men inexperienced, together
with the records of the last months, during the tim^ that little
attention has "been paid to the repairs and upkeep of the equip-
ment, ballanced against the records of the few months of oper-
ation, under more favorable circumstances, one is inclined to
decide against the alternating-direct current system.
Had this "been a question of whether to retain this
equipment for an isolated line not connected with the other
parts of a large system in which there are other points to con-
eider in connection with the selection of the equipment than
the operation of that installed, it is probable that an attempt
would have been made to further t?ie developement of this equip-
ment and "by reducing the motor faults make this system of oper-
ation as good or better than that of the direct current. There
are the advantages of higher speed and greater ease of getting
the power to the cars with this system that alone are well worth
prominance in the list of advantages of the alternating current.
The question of the interchange of equipment is really
the one that decided the Companjr to change this line to operate
on direct current. The investment of the Illinois Traction
System in direct current lines does not justify the change of
the whole system to the alternating current system with the
motor as little developed as it is at this time. As these
cars can operate on either current allows for the use of them
on the other divisions of the system; hut in case of a demand
for extra cars on this division they are unable to supply them
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without having a ste of extra cars always on hand and this is
not justifiable for the small demand for the ext^a service.
The first costs of this line are on the whole hut little
greater than those for the same line operating on direct current.
The cost of the cars is the greatest item in excess of the costs
of the other equipment and this is offset by the cheaper cost
of the sub-stations as built, and the fact that no feeders are
required. It is to be noticed that the total fi-*st cost of t
the Peoria Power Pouse is charged to this line while it only
requires about one furth of the output of the plant and the
remainder is used by the other lines. This will not make a
total difference of three fourths of the cost of the plant, as
a plant to run this line could not be built for one fourth the
cost of this plant; but allowance should he made for this addition-
al cost in considering the costs.
In the operating expanses of this line allowance must
be made for the conditions under which the line has operated for
the time covered, and in most cases the figures are high.
In connection with the earnings it can be said that
the lack of the proper freight locomotives has held back the
freight traffic and in this wajr has greatly reduced the revenue
from what they should have been and at the same time increased
the expense of this part of the traffic.
The expense due to the cars and equipment has been greater
per car mile than that of the Illinois Traction System as a whole;
the car expense of this line exceeding that of the whole system
by about one cent per car mile and the maintenance of the equip-
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merit by one and a fraction cents per car mile, These two items
alone amount to over $11,500 per year in excess of the same
items for direct current operation over the same length of track,
and as all ©f the other conditions, other than the operation
of the sub-stations, would "be the same, this item is of great
importance
.
With the equipment no further developed than that
which has been installed the disadvantages and increased costs
more than offset the advantages, and there is little doubt but
that the direct current will prove its value on this line. The
change will give one of the best comparisons of the two currents
that it is possible to get and the results of the line will be
closely watched by those interested in this field, and no doubt
the result will greatly affect the installation of the other
lines to be built.



